Rainfall prediction is an essential and challenging task in hydro-meteorology. Most of the existing weather dataset used for prediction consists of observatory record of several atmospheric parameters. Identifying the significant parameters from irrelevant and redundant parameter set for weather prediction is important because irrelevant parameters may decrease the prediction accuracy. The main intent of this research is to identify the influencing weather parameters for improving daily rainfall forecast efficiency. A parameter selection module identifies the significant parameter based on information gain based feature ranking. Fuzzy supervised learning module evaluates the performance of fuzzy classifiers before and after parameter selection. In the evaluation phase, learning techniques was analyzed in terms of Accuracy Rate (AcR), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Misclassification Rate (McR). Experimental results revealed that, parameter subset selection has significantly improved the performance of the learning techniques. The investigation results identified minimum temperature, relative humidity and evapotranspiration as influencing weather parameters for rainfall prediction. Empirical results revealed Fuzzy Unordered Rule Induction Algorithm (FURIA) as a suitable rainfall prediction approach. This fuzzy model achieved an enhanced accuracy rate of 84.10% after parameter selection with nominal misclassification rate of 0.1590%.
Introduction
Rainfall prediction plays a vital role in most of our day to day real life activities. Especially in countries like India that depends on agricultural productivity for its economic growth need reliable weather forecasting mechanism. In India about 50% of agricultural cultivation and yield are mainly influenced by the rainfall. There exists an everlasting demand for enhanced prediction models for strategic decision support. Many of our day to day activities are influenced by that day's weather. Therefore, rainfall prediction outcomes serve as an important factor for strategic decision support in real life activities. This analysis focuses on identifying relevant parameter for enhanced rainfall forecasting using dimension reduction approach. Dimension reduction is a challenging task in data mining and knowledge representation of high dimensional data set. It is a method of reducing the high dimensional data space to minimal dimensional space by removing irrelevant and redundant data. Parameter reduction is achieved either by feature selection or feature transformation process. Parameter selection is a method of finding the most suitable subset of the complete feature vector. It is stated that selection is achieved using statistical measures such as entropy, information gain, correlation, covariance and other data mining approaches Nakashima, 2001, 2005) . Feature transformation is the other way of reducing the data space, in this technique the features are transformed as factors representing significant features. In any feature selection technique finding the most suitable subset is a tough and exhaustive. Hence, feature selection problems are considered Nondeterministic Polynomial time (NP) hard problem (Blum and Rivest, 1992) . Feature selection methods are categorized as filter (Huhn [118]
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and Hullermeier, 2009), wrapper (Nikam and Meshram, 2013) and embedded approaches.
A, information gain based feature selection technique is implemented for identifying the suitable weather parameters (Novakovic, 2009) . (Siedlecki and Sklansky,1988 ) Automatic feature selection approach and supervised learning techniques are expected to perform better than when trained with complete feature set. In a recent trend fuzzy concepts are used in a wide range of applications such as data analytics, pattern recognition, soil evaluation and meteorology from the time of its introduction (Zadeh, 1965) . This proposed approach also uses the benefits of a fuzzy based learning approach for training the system to classify with less misclassification rate. As a recent trend bio inspired techniques are used in meteorology prediction nowadays (Lee et al., 2012) . Genetic algorithm based feature selection is applied for heavy rain prediction at South Korea Empirical analysis conducted on rainfall data collected for a period of 20 years, genetic algorithm based feature selection performed better than the traditional feature selection method (Seo et al., 2012 Kira and Rendell (1992) reported that feature selection is essential to speed up learning. The proposed model consists of parameter selection module and supervised learning (training) module. In the first module, an information gain based parameter ranking is applied for selecting the significant parameters for improving the rainfall prediction efficiency.
In the next module the classifiers are trained using selected parameters and complete parameter. The feature selection techniques are effective in modeling daily rainfall prediction (Sudha and Valarmathi, 2014 ).
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the study area of this scheme. In Section 3, we propose the information gain based parameter selection and fuzzy rule based classification for rainfall prediction.
In Section 4, we analyze and compare the existing and proposed schemes in terms of accuracy, error rate, RMSE. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Case Study Area
Coimbatore district of Tamil Nadu State in India is selected for the assessment of rainfall prediction. Coimbatore serves as Manchester of South India; it is located in the extreme western region of Tamil Nadu. Coimbatore district's total region covers 746,800 hectares and 43% of the region is bound to agricultural cultivation. The region's climate is classified as sizzling partial dry.
The major agricultural crops in this region are cotton, sugarcane, peanut sorghum, maize, rice and pulses. Rainfall received during southwest monsoon is one of the major factors for the groundwater table sauce, but rainfall source is less when compared to winter monsoon. The study region is one of the most important agricultural and industrial area in the country. Fast and uncontrolled industrial development projects have caused climatological changes in past years, hence raised necessity to conduct assessment of factors influencing the current weather prediction.
Materials and methods
Experimental analysis of rainfall record for the Coimbatore region for a period of 27 years from 1984 to 2013). The raw data set is pre-processed for outlier analysis and for removal of missing attribute values. The decision on rainfall occurrence is influenced by eight atmospheric parameters.
P1(Maximum temperature), P2(Minimum temperature), P3(Relative humidity), P4(Relative humidity2), P5(Wind speed), P6(Solar radiation), P7(Sunshine) and P8(Evapotranspiration). This rainfall dataset consists of two class variables. A class variable 'y' of decision parameter P9(Rainfall) means a rainy day else it is a no rain day.
In order to evolve suitable solution to the current challenge, this research focus on applying fuzzy rule based classification approach. The proposed prediction model is trained and validated using reduced feature input determined using information gain measure.
Stastical feature ranking techniques
Information gain measures the quantity of information in bits about the decision class variable and the related class distribution (Dai and Xu, 2013) . Entropy measures the expected reduction in vagueness associated with a random feature (Novakovic, 2009 ). The entropy measure is considered as a measure of unpredictability. Let H (A) be the entropy measure based on the probability density function of a random parameter 'A'. The training set with observed values of 'A' is partitioned on other parameter 'B'. Then entropy measure of a parameter 'A' before partitioning and there exists a relationship between 'A' and 'B'.
Entropy of variable A before observing B is given in equation 1.
(1)
Entropy of variable A after observing B is given in equation 2.
The information gain measure is estimated as in equation 3.
The proposed feature selection is an exhaustive task; it requires a suitable stopping criterion to terminate the selection process. The proposed information gain based parameter subset selection module as illustrated in Figure 1 . The generation of subset of determined feature reduct is terminated based on problem specific criteria's.
[120]
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Source: own processing The proposed feature selection strategy terminates the subset generation based on the given criteria's:
1. Selection of a predetermined number of features in subset. 2. Achieving a pre-defined number of subsets of the power set. 3. Stopping with respect to evaluation criterion obtained.
Source: own processing The parameters are ranked according to the information gain value from high to low (Table 1) . The parameters {P2, P3, P4, P7, P8} having information gain measure equal to or greater than the average information gain value are selected a suitable feature from the complete feature vector. Later, an exhaustive search approach based on the power set algorithm is determined to find possible combinations of subsets of selected significant parameters.
The proposed rule based supervised learning model evaluable process as represented in Figure 2 the performance of set of proposed fuzzy and non-fuzzy rule based classifiers are analyzed in terms of error rate. One of the reasons for using fuzzy logic models is that they can handle vagueness and uncertainty. It deals with arithmetical output and does not require complicated arithmetic enabling fuzzy model as a suitable technique in most of the classification.
Source: own processing 
Where Rj is the label of the j th rule, V = (V 1 . . . V n ) is a n-dimensional sample vector, A j is an predecessor fuzzy set, C j is a class label and RW j is the rule weight and Fuzzy rules for one particular class with a rule weight (RW j ) associated with this category variable are referred as consequent (Ishibuchi and Yamamoto, 2005) .
Fuzzy unordered rule induction algorithm
Fuzzy unordered rule induction algorithm or FURIA is a modification and extension of the ripper rule learner algorithm (Bardossy et al., 1995) . FURIA find out to separate each class from all other classes and avoids the default rule set to implement the novel rule stretch approach. Rule stretching is achieved by deleting one or more of its antecedents to generate FURIA's unordered rule set to simplify new queries. 
4).
Fuzzy rules are characterized by its core and its support. Let P be a universal set, with set of instances denoted by p, then a fuzzy set F z in P is a set of ordered pairs in represented as {f z } where, The grade of membership is assigned 'one' or '0' to those objects that completely belong to Fz and 'zero' or '1' to those that not belong to Fz at all.
The trapezoidal membership function is as below, A fuzzy set P n j using an interval of trapezoidal membership function is specified by four Crisp rule is defined as a fuzzy rule only if each of its statistical features appears in more than one and a maximum of two predicates in its predecessor part. The FURIA rules are generated using WEKA software. 
Relation

Results and discussion
The parameter set {P2, P3, P4, P7, P8} and its subsets having three and more of parameters are analysed. The accuracy rate; root means squared error and misclassification rate determine the performance of the classifier. WEKA tool is used for conducting the experimental analysis. It is a good open source machine learning and data mining tool for a broad range of applications Witten and Frank (2005) . A detailed experimental study is conducted to evaluate the performance of simple data mining techniques and fuzzy learning algorithms before and after parameter selection. The performance of naive bayes, bayes net, radial basis function Network, sequential minimal optimization and voted perceptron was analysed. For fuzzy based classification, fuzzy rough neural network (FR-NN), fuzzy neural network (F-NN), fuzzy ownership, fuzzy discernibility classifier (F-DC) and Fuzzy unordered rule induction algorithm (FURIA) was evaluated. The accuracy rate of each classifier is determined using confusion matrix. The True positive (T p ), True negative (T n ), fake positive (F p ) and fake negative (F n ) values are represented using this confusion matrix. The accuracy rate is the percent of instances that are correctly classified by the classifier for the specified test set. The incorrectly classified instances determine the error rate or misclassification rate of the classifier. The learning models are evaluated based on the measures in equation (5 to 
Performance evaluation pre-parameter subsets selection
The confusion matrix for traditional and fuzzy rule based learning algorithms for the complete parameter is shown in Table 2 .
Source: own processing Among the fuzzy techniques FURIA has acquired high prediction accuracy; the other non-fuzzy models have obtained prediction accuracy almost in analogous range. But when compared with all the models under evaluation FURIA has attained the peak prediction accuracy achieved 83.64%. The accuracy rate, misclassification rate, sensitivity and specificity rate acquired by other classification techniques and FURIA for complete parameter set is shown in Table 3 . The selected techniques are trained using the reduced parameter subset obtained using the information gain (the statistical measure). The confusion matrix, accuracy rate, misclassification rate, sensitivity and specificity rate attained by other classification techniques
[123]
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and FURIA for reduced parameter set is shown in Table 4 and 5.
Performance Evaluation Post -Parameter Subset Selection
Source: own processing Source: own processing Later, an exhaustive subset generation method is implemented to compute the possible subsets of the reduced set obtained using information gain filter. There is no improvement in prediction accuracy of the models when trained with subsets, and few have shown reduced outcomes as indicated in Table 6 .
Source: own processing Source: own processing [124]
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From the observed outcomes as shown in Figure 3 and 4, it is concluded that 80% of the learning models have shown better results. Most of the supervised learning algorithms have improved its prediction than before parameter selection. The subsets of power set evaluation notify that there is no substantial improvement in results.
The performance of the model under investigation was not satisfactory when using subsets of the optimal parameter set {P2, P3, P4, P7, P8} identified using information gain. Later, the stopping criterion for subset generation is determined by the learning algorithms accuracy rate. The process of subsets generation process for the complete feature set is terminated based on the accuracy achieved by the subsets.
Source: own processing Figure 4 : Visualization of Classifiers misclassification rate before and after parameter selection.
Conclusion
Feature selection using information gain filter has identified minimum temperature (P2), relative humidity1 (P3), relative humidity2 (P4), the sunshine (P7) and evapotranspiration (P8) as useful parameters for rainfall prediction. Experimental study and evaluations indicate that most of the classification models have shown improved prediction accuracy when trained using feature subset than when trained with a complete feature set as in Table 7 . The empirical results have shown that classification algorithms have acquired no significant improvement in accuracy rate when trained with subsets of the reduct set {p2, p3, p4, p7, p8}.
Except Fuzzy Rough Neural network and SMO, other eight classification approaches achieved higher accuracy and lower misclassification rate using parameter selection using information gain measure for feature ranking. FURIA outperformed achieving 84.10% accuracy rate. Therefore fuzzy unordered rule induction is concluded as the suitable classification model for this rainfall prediction statistics.
This detailed analysis and experimental outcomes indicate that supervised learning model results after applying appropriate parameter selection can certainly improve the overall performance of proposed prediction model for optimal reduct set and not for all reduct combinations. More over the prediction accuracy achieved by this fuzzy model is not satisfactory for real time scenarios. Hence forth the necessity of identifying more suitable hybrid intelligent techniques is recommended for modeling the real-time weather prediction system.
Feature selection is a most influencing factor in data mining and decision support systems. Identifying effective inputs for achieving better outcomes will support for effective strategic decisions on various scientific applications. It is proposed to conduct detailed study of other feature selection approaches for determining the effective weather parameters. Apart from statistical measures, feature selection can be achieved using bio inspired procedures. In future we propose to achieve optimal parameter selection using particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and hybridization of evolutionary and fuzzy approach. The next objective is to propose a fusion of hybrid fuzzy, neural network and evolutionary approach to achieve better prediction accuracy.
